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17:00:06      rehabilitation center
                    handicapped man mounting side car, medical assistants watching around him; man pushing
                    side car and riding in circles
17:00:28      tall, big, skinny man standing up with help of nurses
                    girl laying in bed with bandages around her head
                    three doctors talking around her
                    interior of hospital - corridor with doctors pushing stretcher
17:01:15      young patient in bed listening to headphones
17:01:39      exterior of hospital - ambulance passing by, street scene, ambulance in front of building
17:01:55      man and woman preparing patient for x-rays?
17:02:20      two men looking at photo negative outdoors
                    doctor performing operation
17:03:50      doctor washing hands
                    doctor conducting vision tests

17:04:19      men building dike?
                    miners- gold? seekers
                    men pushing logs to build dock
                    men working next to river extracting sand and pebbles from
                    river and screening for gold?
17:08:05      ceremony? - man throwing water on burner
                    woman sewing outdoors, CU hand sewing gloves
                    two children raking wheat?
                    doctors eating at long rectangular table
                    LS river; people bathing

17:09:33      doctors operating; looking at x-rays, talking to patient, operating -
                    making incisions

17:11:56      Moscow - brain hospital                                                                               (1349-3)
                    woman patient asleep while being operated

                    Writers Congress Hall of Columns
                    speaker - bold man leaving podium
                    CU people in balcony applauding
17:12:38      man entering building - crowd following                                                     (1349-4)
                    two guards at entrance- people enter building
                    people going up and down stairs
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17:13:20      marriage ceremony
                    couple visiting woman at desk
                    showing passport, CU bride, groom signing marriage certificate                (1349-5)
                    people waiting in corridor, CU wedding certificate
                    couple being registered

17:15:20      Moscow - marriage ceremony                                                                     (1349-6)
                    another couple with woman at desk
                    LS man and woman applying for license

17:15:20      people’s court - men looking at book, group of men, man with book,
                           woman writing, man talking

17:16:30      <title only: “Hydroelectric Plants”
                    two women playing chess
                    patients walking in front of hospital

17:16:59      Crimea - Yalta - Lavasia Palace                                                                   (1341-5)
                    men without shirts seated by balcony
                    nurse examining patient outdoors, patients sunbathing outdoors
                    interior of dining room - patients eating
                    patients under shade - trees, dancing, four men patients talking,
                    LS people in park

17:18:00      Moscow - airport                                                                                          (1340-1)
                    LS group of people
                    woman and little girl
                    MS man, woman and little girl
                    CU two men

                    Caucasus - Georgia - Nitsket
                    LS priest (hat on) and tourist
                    LS tourist and priest by church
                    PAN of top of church
                    tourist and native woman
                    CU native woman

17:18:50      Kiev                                                                                                              (1340-2)
                    dome of church - (Lavra)
17:18:59      LS guide lecturing to people
                    LS church - (Lavra)
                    LS people leaving courtyard - religious picture of Christ and Virgin Mary
                          on wall
                    street scene
                    church

                       downtown street scene
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                       CU director of museum
                       interior of  museum
                       priest

17:20:06      Kiev                                                                                                              (1340-3)
                    mosque - CU priest wearing rosary around neck
                    director of museum
                    director of museum talking to two men
                    CU director
                    funeral procession?
                    priest
17:20:48      PAN of church                                                                                             (1340-4)
                    church through archway
                    little children in front of church
                    little children in cemetery
                    stone mason in cemetery

17:21:50      LS river
                    children running by rigs?
                    camels; man carrying barrel
                    man filling barrel in horse-drawn wagon with oil
                    men filling sacks
17:23:04      old man opening faucet - outside
                    CU child, worker talking
                    LS city; workers outside on line for tea?

17:24:00      Leningrad - construction                                                                              (1369-1)
                    man painting
                    construction site
                    apartment buildings
                    two women mixing cement

                    Leningrad - grocery store
                    couple weighing vegetables
                    men selling coffee grains - long line of customers
                    crowd in market, man wrapping package
17:26:24                                                                                                                           (1369-2)
                    crowd walking by on sidewalk
                    pedestrians looking at store windows
                    push cart, horse-drawn wagons carrying logs
17:27:50      Saint Isaac’s church
                    CU dome
                    man plastering wall
                    woman crossing street with funeral procession?

17:28:32      Leningrad - shooting movies                                                                       (1369-3)
                    man looking through camera
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                    animated toy mannequins of jazz band in black face in store window
                    crowd watching
                    camera in streets, car coming to stop
                    woman sweeping rail road tracks
                    apartments on river bank
17:29:07      mosque - POV from river, dome entrance to mosque; mosque towers,
                          pillars, CU ceiling and walls
                    LS temple
17:30:14      Leningrad - Institute Of Mother And Child - nursery                                 (1369-4)
                    woman holding hands of two babies (toddlers)
                    babies looking at camera - male attendant looking at camera outdoors
                    nurse giving physical therapy to baby, rotating arms and legs (circular
                          movements)
                    doctors and nurses looking at another nurse with baby
                    doctors and nurses looking at many babies in cradles
                    CU man talking
                    approx. six year old child eating; drinking from cup
                    baby in cradle; room with cradles
                    nurse feeding two babies                                                                              (1369-5)
                    nurses and doctors walking
                    naked baby; nurse applying medicine to baby
                    nurse holding puppy; visitors at nursery

17:34:04      Agriculture - LS fields
                    mules plowing the field
                    man throwing seeds to field
                    three men spreading seeds in field - as silhouettes
                    man and woman raking wheat?
                    woman piling up stack of wheat?
                    woman tying knot of wheat stack
                    woman twisting wheat straws
                    women sitting in circle
                    men sitting in circle to eat - all serving themselves
                    from pot in middle of circle
17:36:15      woman pulling horses
                    woman pulling oxen wagon full of wheat?
                    horse-drawn grinder tractors
                    row of tractors working in flat fields
                    large cranes moving large boxes
17:38:00      oil fields?
                    workers
17:39:32      sign, men in showers
                    men in dining hall

                    men and women at assembly lines
                    man reading book
                    men playing chess in activity room? - many tables
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                    nurse washing children indoors
                    children eating at long table
                    in classroom
                    child playing trumpet, CU drum; parade of children
                    children parading parallel to train
                    mine factory - workers, carts
                    interior men shoveling
                    incandescent iron - bright red metal burning
                    children’s parade; man filming
                    woman driving tractor; woman in factory
                    woman looking through microscope

17:43:41      nurse wiping boys’ faces                                                                              (1373-1)
                    feeding him with spoon
                    children eating at small table
                    two babies down short slide
                    nurse entertaining children with red flag, clock and dancing in front          (1373-2)
                    of them

17:48:17      Moscow nursery                                                                                           (1373-3)
                    three babies on floor with dolls
                    nurse playing with babies
                    baby on floor catching ball
                    inside bedroom, babies sleeping; nurses looking at pictures
                    CU nurse smiling
                    woman with baby in arms going upstairs, ringing bell and nurse coming out
                    exterior of building, woman with baby in arms coming out of building
                    two nurses coming out and saying good bye

17:50:57      Moscow                                                                                                        (1373-4)
                    nurse wrapping baby in sheet and giving baby to another nurse
                    nurse giving baby to mother, who kisses and dresses him up
                    taking baby away
17:52:10      square - ice cream vendor
                    many pedestrians
                    theater play - indoors- farmers arriving to cabin building
                    cameramen positioning their cameras
                    many people outside of shack
                    woman with babies, girls and children
                    girl showing newspaper to father - wealthy house
                    father petting girl’s dog, girl reading magazine
                    doorman taking hats from VIPs entering building

17:52:55      LS large building
                    cameramen positioning their cameras
                    woman with babies, girls and children
                    exterior of building
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                    interior - girl showing newspaper to father who’s seated at desk
                    father petting dog, girl reading magazine
                    doorman welcoming people entering building
                    taking hats
17:55:47      society dinner
                    oriental couple seated at table
                    waiter serving food
                    CU people eating
                    everyone standing up
                    CU band - trumpet/violin players
                    CU couple dancing
                    LS apartment buildings
                    shacks in front of apartment buildings
17:57:41      buses, trains, pedestrians
                    CU female police officer
                    CU bus, car following
                    male police officer directing traffic
                    people entering car

17:58:36      Moscow                                                                                                        (1387-3)
                    clock hanging in middle of street at traffic light
                    people descending electric stairs as silhouettes
                    train arriving at station
                    POV from electric stairs
                    train runby

17:59:18      people in line to enter bus
                    policeman on boat directing ship traffic
                    people walking slowly inside of elegant building or museum?
17:59:38      officer directing ship traffic from boat
                    people walking slowly inside of elegant building
18:00:04      putting make-up on man’s face, creating a mask.
                    people walking by
                    man putting crown on
                    woman practicing skiing movements
                    nurse checks baby’s mouth
                    babies in row of beds, in shaded areas
                    baby posing for camera
                    LS building

18:02:27     baby dancing, going upstairs
                   CU baby’s feet going up the steps
                   baby sliding down

18:02:49      children eating at outside picnic table
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                    CU nurse
18:03:00      nurse feeding two babies- one sneezing as she puts spoon in his mouth,
                          she laughs and baby laughs later
18:03:15      sign: “Mattukhop”
                    beauty salon - woman going in, man washing her hair, woman in hair dryer
18:04:22      man with pick working on large hay or wheat stack
                    horse pulling stack of wheat
                    two women in fields with picks

18:05:05      wheat against the sky as silhouettes
                    wheat fields
                    men playing volleyball
                    LS camp
18:06:22      crowd with Cossack looking at camera
                    women with babies, men seated in grass
                    bed with outfits, china dish wear, LS barns
18:07:09      volleyball
                    men carrying sacks
                    woman grinding wheat and filling up sacks
                    LS working area with stacks of wheat and tractors
18:10:00      woman carrying baby by window as silhouettes
                    women reading in dark room
                    woman rocking cradle - dark
                    CU babies in cradles
18:11:12      women walking in field with picks
                    four women walking past camera
                    portrait shot of women with babies
                    women surrounding man on carriage

18:12:29      three children in swings
                    nurse on bicycle passing signs in park
                    man and baby in park, group of people
                    women selling food?
                    Red Square?, monument, POV from boat, boats passing by small tunnel, children on boat

18:14:47      old man in carriage passing in front of cars
                    statue of man on horse
                    policeman directing traffic
                    domes
                    two women coming out of building

                    crowd looking at window display of animated toy figures
                    two men plastering
                    POV from bus, people on side
                    POV from bridge, view of buildings in background
18:17:16      tug boat pulling boat, policeman directing traffic, people in cafeteria?
                    men eating at long tables, eating from pot
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                    women wearing bras cleaning fields

18:18:11      two babies in sand, on playground, gas station? or supply station (people filling up buckets)
18:18:54      children eating outside, nurse serving each from pot
                    children cleaning leftovers from table
                    children laying in beds in outdoors shaded area
18:18:58      woman pushing carts full of bricks
                    LS field, tractor
                    windmill against sky - fading to black
18:21:21      tractor, woman driving tractor- horse-drawn wagon passing next to her
18:21:40      field full of pigs
18:22:04      tractor cutting wheat in field
18:22:38      babies laying on sheets under sun light
18:23:52      coastal view
                    woman and baby walking through narrow street
18:24:24      girls playing games
18:25:11      girl, old man and girl planting, lady watering land, CU old lady, two girls singing and
                        dancing in front of other children, CU feet
18:26:58      woman in bottle factory putting corks in bottles
18:28:02      men bringing fire hoses out
18:28:25      tourists being served wine for taste at winery
18:28:55      women workers inspecting bottles in factory
-18:29:08


